Biophysical regulation during cardiac development and application to tissue engineering
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ABSTRACT  Tissue engineering combines the principles of biology, engineering and medicine to create biological substitutes of native tissues, with an overall objective to restore normal tissue function. It is thought that the factors regulating tissue development in vivo (genetic, molecular and physical) can also direct cell fate and tissue assembly in vitro. In light of this paradigm, tissue engineering can be viewed as an effort of “imitating nature”. We first discuss biophysical regulation during cardiac development and the factors of interest for application in tissue engineering of the myocardium. Then we focus on the biomimetic approach to cardiac tissue engineering which involves the use of culture systems designed to recapitulate some aspects of the actual in vivo environment. To mimic cell signaling in native myocardium, subpopulations of neonatal rat heart cells were cultured at a physiologically high cell density in three-dimensional polymer scaffolds. To mimic the capillary network, highly porous elastomer scaffolds with arrays of parallel channels were perfused with culture medium. To mimic oxygen supply by hemoglobin, culture medium was supplemented with an oxygen carrier. To enhance electromechanical coupling, tissue constructs were induced to contract by applying electrical signals mimicking those in native heart. Over only eight days of cultivation, the biomimetic approach resulted in tissue constructs which contained electromechanically coupled cells expressing cardiac differentiation markers and cardiac-like ultrastructure and contracting synchronously in response to electrical stimulation. Ongoing studies are aimed at extending this approach to tissue engineering of functional cardiac grafts based on human cells.
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Introduction

Cardiovascular disease

Cardiovascular disease is the most frequent cause of death in the western world. The main contributor is myocardial infarction, affecting more than one million Americans each year. Heart disease and stroke, the principal components of cardiovascular disease, are the first and the third leading cause of death in the U.S., accounting for nearly 40% of all deaths. Congenital heart defects, which occur in nearly 14 of every 1000 newborn children (Oberpenning et al., 1999), are the most common congenital defects (Ogawa et al., 2004, Ohji et al., 1995). In the course of remodelling, necrotic cardiomyocytes are lost, during a process accompanied by the formation of granulation tissue. Simultaneously, neovascularization in the peri-infarcted area takes place, to support the survival of surrounding hypertrophic cardiomyocytes and prevent further cell loss caused by apoptosis (Cheng et al., 1996). Finally, remodelling leads to the formation of fibrous scar tissue, which is non-contractile and may expand, thereby causing further cardiac impairment (Braunwald and Pfeffer, 1991). Adult mammalian cardiomyocytes terminate their cell cycle during differentiation and cannot be regenerated.

Treatment options for congestive heart failure include pharmacological, interventional and surgical therapeutic methods, all of which have limited ability to prevent ventricular remodelling, a common cause of ventricular dilatation and heart failure (Braunwald and Pfeffer, 1991). Given the high morbidity and mortality rates associated with congestive heart failure, shortage of donor hearts...
for transplantation, complications and long-term failure of transplanted organs resulting from immunosuppression, novel therapeutic modalities for improving cardiac function and preventing heart failure are in critical demand (Hunt, 1998, Lee and Makkar, 2004).

**Stem cell therapy**

Repair of damaged or ischemic cardiac tissue may be achieved by transplantation of healthy, functional and propagating cells that are capable of restoring tissue viability and function. Transplantation of exogenous adult and embryonic stem cells into damaged myocardium improved myocardial function by reducing ventricular remodelling, providing a source of new myocytes and improving vascular supply. Transplanted cells include embryonic, fetal and neonatal cardiomyocytes (Leor et al., 1996, Scorsin et al., 1996), skeletal myoblasts (Menasche, 2003, Taylor et al., 1998), mesenchymal stem cells from bone marrow (Orlic et al., 2001) and cardiomyocytes derived from human embryonic stem cells (Kehat et al., 2004).

The use of human fetal cardiomyocytes for cardiac repair has been constrained by ethical issues and the limited supply of these cells. In addition, it is not clear whether intra-cardiac grafts derived from fetal cardiomyocytes can integrate in a tissue-specific and functional manner into the host myocardium. Intra-cardiac grafts containing these cells remained isolated and were unable to differentiate into adult cardiomyocytes (Etzion et al., 2001). A recent clinical study showed successful transplantation of autologous skeletal muscle cells into myocardial scar tissue during bypass surgery that resulted in increased wall thickness, improved contractility and vascularisation (Menasche et al., 2001). However, four out of ten patients developed severe arrhythmias requiring implantation of automated cardioverter defibrillators. This may be due to ectopic electrical activity of the transplanted skeletal muscle cells, which do not integrate into the host myocardium via functional cellular contacts.

Recent advances in stem cell research now offer exogenous stem cells as an alternative cell source for the treatment of heart failure. To be considered a stem cell, a cell must exhibit at least the following characteristics: (i) the ability to self-renew for long periods of time; (ii) a single cell division will produce at least one but possibly two daughter cells identical to the cell of origin; (iii) potential to differentiate into the specialized cells, which constitute and repopulate bodily tissues and organs; (iv) capability of sublineage differentiation of each single cell; (v) and ability of each single cell to form a clone (i.e., a line of genetically identical cells). In most adult tissues, stem or progenitor cells are mobilized in response to environmental stimuli, but these cells can form only a limited number of cell types. In early mammalian embryos at the blastocyst stage, the inner cell mass is pluripotent. Therefore, the identification, derivation and characterization of human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) may open the door to the rapidly progressing field of therapeutic cell transplantation.

**Tissue engineering**

Tissue engineering combines the principles of biology, engineering and medicine to create functional grafts capable of repairing native tissue following a congenital deformity, disease or trauma. The overall objective of all tissue engineering is the restoration of normal tissue function. In general, a lost or damaged tissue would be best replaced by an engineered graft that can re-establish appropriate structure, composition and cell signaling inherent to the native tissue. In the cardiovascular system, an optimal replacement tissue would need to integrate with the native heart muscle and re-establish the cell-cell signaling and contractile function. For clinical relevance, engineered cardiac constructs should be thick and compact, contain high density of metabolically active and well differentiated cardiomyocytes and contract synchronously in response to electrical stimulation. Moreover, only grafts that are already vascularized or have a capacity to establish functional vasculature immediately following implantation are likely to survive, integrate and function in vivo. Engineered constructs of such high fidelity can also serve as physiologically relevant yet controllable models for basic studies on tissue development and cell function in response to genetic alterations, drugs, hypoxia and physical stimuli.

Cardiac constructs that expressed distinct structural and functional features characteristic of differentiated myocardium have been engineered in vitro starting from neonatal rat cardiac myocytes cultured in collagen gels, fibers and sponges (Akins et al., 1999, Eschenhagen et al., 1997, Fink et al., 2000, Kofidis et al., 2002, Li et al., 1999, Li et al., 2000, Radisic et al., 2003, Radisic et al., 2004d, van Luyn et al., 2002, Zimmermann et al., 2000, Zimmermann et al., 2002a), alginate sponges (Leor et al., 1996, Leor et al., 2000), polyglycolic acid meshes (Bursac et al., 1999, Carrier et al., 1999, Papadaki et al., 2001) or by stacking confluent cell monolayers into thin pulsatile sheets (Shimizu et al., 2002). In many cases, bioreactors were used to enhance mass transport of nutrients (most critically oxygen) and metabolites to and from the cells (e.g., (Bursac et al., 1999, Carrier et al., 1999, Papadaki et al., 2001, Radisic et al., 2004d)) and to apply dynamic mechanical stretch (Eschenhagen et al., 1997) or electrical stimulation (Radisic et al., 2004c) to enhance electro-mechani-

---

**Fig. 1. Developmental paradigm.** Tissue development and remodeling, in vivo and in vitro, involves the proliferation and differentiation of stem/progenitor cells and their subsequent assembly into a tissue structure. Cell function and the progression of tissue assembly depend on: (a) the availability of a structural and logistic template for cell attachment and tissue formation, (b) the maintenance of physiological conditions in cell/tissue environment, (c) exchange of nutrients, oxygen, metabolites and growth factors and (d) presence of physical regulatory factors. Reproduced with permission from Radisic M, Obradovic B. and Vunjak-Novakovic G. (2005). Functional tissue engineering of cartilage and myocardium: bioreactor aspects. In Scaffolding in Tissue Engineering (Eds. P.X. Ma and J. Elisseeff), Marcel Dekker, pp. 491-520.
eral cell coupling. Overall, the clinical utility of tissue engineering will likely depend on our ability to replicate the site-specific properties of the tissue being replaced across different size scales and establish the specific differentiated cell phenotype, the composition, architectural organization and biomechanical properties of the tissue and provide the continuity and strength of the interface with the neighboring host tissues.

In this article, we discuss a “biomimetic” approach to tissue engineering of functional myocardium that is based on principles derived from developmental biology. We first review some relevant aspects of cardiovascular development in utero. Then we focus on engineering of thick, compact and functional cardiac tissue constructs starting from dissociated, already differentiated heart cells (neonatal rat heart model). Finally, we discuss the biological and engineering aspects of the application of the same general approach to engineering of vascularized cardiac grafts starting from human stem cells.

**Cardiovascular development**

**Overview**

The myocardium (cardiac muscle) is a highly differentiated tissue composed of cardiac myocytes and fibroblasts with a dense supporting vasculature (consisting of endothelial cells) and collagen-based extracellular matrix (ECM). The myocytes form a three-dimensional syncitium that enables propagation of electrical signals across specialized intracellular junctions to generate coordinated mechanical contractions that pump blood forward. Only 20-40% of the cells in the heart are cardiac myocytes but they occupy 80-90% of the heart volume. The average cell density in the native rat myocardium is on the order of 5x10^8 cells/cm^3. Morphologically, intact cardiac myocytes have an elongated, rod shaped appearance. The contractile apparatus of cardiac myocytes consists of sarcomeres arranged in parallel. Metabolic requirements of the cells are supported by the high density of mitochondria and electrical signal propagation is provided by specialized intercellular connections, gap junctions (Brilla et al., 1995, MacKenra et al., 1994).

The control of heart contractions is almost entirely self-contained. Groups of specialized cardiac myocytes (pacemakers), fastest of which are located in the sinoatrial node, drive periodic contractions of the heart. The majority of the cells in the myocardium are non-pacemaker cells and they respond to the electrical stimuli generated by pacemaker cells. Excitation of each cardiac myocyte is followed by an increase in the amount of cytoplasmic calcium that triggers mechanical contractions. The propagation of the electrical excitation through the tissue by ion currents in the extracellular and intracellular spaces results in synchronous contractions.

The circulatory system consisting of the heart, blood cells and an intricate system of blood vessels provides nourishment to the developing human embryo. It is the first functional unit in the developing vertebrate embryo, while the heart is the first functional organ (Gilbert et al., 2000). Morphological studies show that the early steps of heart formation are remarkably conserved among vertebrates, including humans, although, the timing of these developmental events differs among species (Fishman and Chien, 1997, Olson and Srivastava, 1996). The formation of a primitive tubular heart by the precardiac mesoderm is initiated between E7.5 and E8 in mouse and the first contraction of this primitive structure can be observed from E8.5 to E9 (Fishman and Chien, 1997). In humans, the heart primordium forms within a cardiogenic area located cranial and lateral to the brain. On day 19, angioblasts in the splanchnopleuric mesoderm respond to inductive signals from the endoderm to form lateral endocardial tubes and then during embryonic folding during the fourth week these vessels are translocated to the thoracic region, where they fuse to form the primitive heart tube. From week 5 to week 8, the primitive heart tube undergoes folding, remodelling and septation to form the four-chambered heart. Sinistral looping positions the regions of the heart that will form the primitive atria and ventricles and raises the inflow vessels to the level of the outflow tracts (Larsen, 1998). Thus, although the heart is the first functional organ of the body, it does not begin to pump until the vascular system of the embryo has established its first circulatory loops. Rather than sprouting from the heart, blood vessels form independently and link up to the heart soon afterwards.

In the human embryo, the first blood vessels form within the yolk sac mesoderm in conjugation with blood cells on day 18 (Larsen, 1998). In the latter process, referred to as vasculogenesis, mesodermal angioblastic cysts fuse to form networks of angioblastic cords that expand, coalesce and invade embryonic tissues (Larsen, 1998) to create the arterial, venous and lymphatic channels. Blood vessels are also constructed by another process called angiogenesis which refers to the sprouting, remodelling and spreading of the primary network into a distinct capillary bed, arteries and veins.

![Fig. 2. Tissue engineering paradigm.](image) The regulatory factors of cell differentiation and tissue assembly depicted in Fig. 1 can be utilized in vitro to engineer functional tissues by an integrated use of isolated cells, biomaterial scaffolds and bioreactors. The cells themselves (either differentiated or progenitor/stem cells seeded onto a scaffold and cultured in a bioreactor) carry out the process of tissue formation, in response to regulatory signals. The scaffold provides a structural, mechanical and logistic template for cell attachment and tissue formation. The bioreactor provides the environmental conditions and regulatory signals (biochemical and physical) that induce, enhance or at least support the development of functional tissue constructs. Reproduced with permission from Radisic M, Obradovic B. and Vunjak-Novakovic G. (2005). Functional tissue engineering of cartilage and myocardium: bioreactor aspects. In Scaffolding in Tissue Engineering (Eds. P.X. Ma and J. Elisseeff). Marcel Dekker, pp. 491-520.
Regulation of cardiac development

The generation of functional cardiomyocytes in embryos appears to be influenced by a combination of positive and negative induction signals produced from adjacent tissues (Antin et al., 1994, Lough and Sugi, 2000). In all vertebrates, the tubular heart undergoes a process known as rightward looping. The morphogenetic steps required to achieve looping are directed by molecular asymmetries that are found in and around the heart by the embryo left/right axial pathway (Harvey, 1998). In higher vertebrates, septal division of the chambers and formation of the valves, which involves endothelial cells, are essential steps leading to the formation of an integrated 4-chambered heart with separate venous and arterial poles. During the growth process of the cardiac epithelium, another distinct cell lineage, the migrating cardiac neuronal crest cells populate the heart through the outflow channel and contribute to the formation of the great vessels and outflow septum.

Altogether, early cardiac development and specification requires spatial and temporal interactions of inductive tissue across germ layers, which generate bilateral heart primordia in the lateral mesoderm. This developmental process is exerted largely through precisely controlled processes of cell-cell, cell-ECM signaling and regulation of gene expression. It has been shown that extra-embryonic endoderm (the hypoblast) has the ability to induce cardiogenesis from cells in the epiblast by the presence of activin or transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β). Later on in development, the anterior endoderm also induces the formation of cardiac mesoderm by various factors including activin A, fibroblast growth factor FGF1, FGF2, or FGF4, insulin and insulin-like growth factors (IGFs) (Antin et al., 1996, Sugi and Lough, 1995, Zhu et al., 1996) as well as bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) (Schultheiss et al., 1997). In addition to growth factors, Wnt proteins also take part in cardiogenesis. The Wnt signaling pathway mediates the inhibitory effect of the neural tube overlying the heart forming region (Ciment et al., 1995).

Classical studies have mainly used morphological criteria and myocardial genes (e.g., actinin, desmin, myosin heavy chains, troponins) as markers of cardiac induction. Recent studies demonstrated that the earliest responses involve the induction of regulatory genes that encode specific transcription factors including of the NK homeodomain, GATA and T-box. The main representative of the NK homeodomain is Nkx-2.5, which is expressed in the lateral plate mesoderm within the heart (Zaffran and Frasch, 2002). The importance of this transcription factor for cardiogenesis is evidenced by its expression as well as its interaction with other cardiogenic transcription factors such as the GATA super-family. Gata4/5/6 are expressed in the precardiac mesoderm and developing heart simultaneously with Nkx2.5 while their expression includes the associated endodermal layer (Heikinheimo et al., 1994, Jiang and Evans, 1996, Laverriere et al., 1994). The role and involvement of T-box genes during heart development is less defined and relies mainly on heart defects carrying mutations in Tbx1 and Tbx5 (reviewed by Zaffran and Frasch, 2002).

The critical role of ECM remodeling in cardiac development has been recognized and the molecular factors responsible for this process are now being explored. Important components of cardiac ECM include structural and adhesive proteins such as collagen and fibronectin. Integrins, cell surface receptors that mediate cellular adhesion to the extracellular matrix, are signaling molecules that couple mechanical stimuli to functional responses which result in activation of various signal transduction pathways. Although most of the heart volume consists of cardiomyocytes, cardiac fibroblasts and endothelial cells account for the majority of the cells (Maly et al., 2000).
Cardiac fibroblasts are responsible in large part for production, organization and turnover of the ECM, thereby regulating the mechanotransduction of the heart.

The application of defined mechanical stimuli to cultured cardiac fibroblasts has been associated with ECM gene expression and growth factor production, release and/or bioactivity. Dynamic stretching of cardiac fibroblasts caused the activation of β1-integrin dependent ERK and JNK pathways (MacKenna et al., 1998, Ross et al., 1998), as well as the expression of collagen III, fibronectin and TGF-β1 (Gudi et al., 1998, MacKenna et al., 1998). Hence, the stretch-induced response is being transmitted to cardiomyocytes through autocrine or paracrine signaling and ECM remodeling. Changes in ECM structure and mechanics were suggested to alter the balance of forces that are transferred across the cell surface adhesion receptors that line the ECM to the internal supporting framework of the cell, the cytoskeleton (Inger, 2002). Given the complex nature of the interstitial milieu of the working heart, additional research is needed to further our understanding of the role of mechanical stimuli in excess deposition of myocardial ECM. In particular, evidence of local mechanical control of tissue patterning awaits development of new methods for applying controlled stresses for real-time readout of cellular response.

The heart is one of the few organs that has to function almost as soon as it is formed. The human heart begins to beat and to propel blood through the embryo and placenta on day 22 (Larsen, 1998). Cardiac function depends on the appropriate timing and synchronization of the mechanical contraction in various regions of the heart, as well as on achieving the appropriate heart rate. These properties are ensured through the hierarchical organization and electrical specialization of the cardiac conduction system, which is governed by the differential expression of cardiac ion channels in each component (Schram et al., 2002). Electrical excitation of the heart originates in the sinoatrial node, spreads through the atria to the atrioventricular node and then activates the ventricles through the specialized His-Purkinje system (Gepstein et al., 2004).

Cardiac tissue engineering

Biomimetic approach

It is increasingly recognized that cell function *in vitro* can be modulated by the same factors known to play a role during normal embryogenesis *in vivo*. Tissue development and remodeling, *in vivo* and *in vitro*, involves the proliferation and differentiation of stem/progenitor cells and their subsequent assembly into a tissue structure. *In vivo*, the processes of cell differentiation and tissue assembly are directed by multiple factors acting in concert and according to specific spatial and temporal sequences (Fig. 1). Some of the factors known to determine cell fate and the progression of tissue assembly include: (i) The availability of a structural and logistic template for cell attachment (during cell proliferation, differentiation into specific lineages and maturation) and subsequent tissue formation, (ii) The maintenance of physiological conditions in cell/tissue environment, (iii) Efficient transport of nutrients, oxygen, metabolites and growth factors between the cells and their environment and (iv) The presence of physical regulatory factors that play a role in cardiac development (hydrodynamic shear, electrical signals, mechanical stretch).

*In vitro*, biophysical regulation of cultured cells can be achieved by an integrated use of biomaterial scaffolds and bioreactors, with the general goal to recapitulate environmental factors present *in vivo* during normal cardiac development (Fig. 2). Both *in vivo* and *in vitro*, the cells are the actual “tissue engineers” and they function (proliferate, differentiate, mature) in response to genetic and environmental signals. *In vitro*, the *biomaterial scaffold* is designed to provide a structural and logistic template for cell attachment and tissue formation and to biodegrade at a controlled rate (ideally corresponding to the rate of tissue formation). The mechanical properties of the scaffold should ideally match those of the native tissue and the mechanical integrity should be maintained as long as necessary for the new tissue to mature and integrate. In the case of cardiac tissue engineering, it is important that the scaffold material is tough enough to allow handling, but soft and elastic enough to transmit mechanical forces and support synchronous contractions. In the same *in vitro* model system, the *bioreactor* is designed to (a) maintain physiological milieu in the cell microenvironment (pH, temperature, concentration levels), (b) provide efficient mass transport of nutrients, oxygen and regulatory factors and (c) enable the application of physical regulatory signals.

The “biomimetic” approach to cardiac tissue engineering we developed involves the *in vitro* creation of immature but functional tissues by mimicking some of the key factors present in the native myocardium: high cell density with multiple cell types, convective diffusive oxygen transport through a capillary network and orderly excitation-contraction coupling (Table 1).

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACTORS GOVERNING CARDIAC TISSUE DEVELOPMENT IN VIVO THAT ARE INCORPORATED INTO THE DESIGN OF SYSTEMS FOR “BIOMIMETIC” TISSUE ENGINEERING IN VITRO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>In vivo</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High cell density - Multiple cell types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mandarim-de-Lacerda and Pereira, 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple cell types (myocytes, endothelial cells, fibroblasts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen and nutrient supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excitation-contraction coupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
assumption is based on the need for cell coupling and cell-cell signaling and the fact that cardiac myocytes have very limited ability for proliferation, such that a lack of cells cannot be compensated by cell growth. This first requirement of “biomimetic” cardiac tissue engineering – high cell density – is critical and not easy to meet.

In our early studies, tissue constructs were formed by seeding neonatal rat ventricular cardiac myocytes onto fibrous scaffolds (11 mm in diameter x 2 mm thick, 5 million cells per scaffold) made of polyglycolic acid (material used to make resorbable surgical sutures) for 3 days in mixed flasks and then cultured with pulsatile flow of medium through the construct at an interstitial velocity of 35 - 500 µm/s. Perfusion resulted in uniform distribution of cells expressing sarcomeric α-actin and cardiac specific ultrastructural features (sarcomeres, gap junctions), but the cell density remained low due to the diffusional limitations of oxygen transport during seeding that resulted in substantial cell loss (Carrier et al., 2002a, Carrier et al., 2002b).

Cardiac myocytes, which are the most active cells in our body, seeded at a high density require efficient supply of nutrients and oxygen at all times during seeding and cultivation to maintain their viability. With this goal in mind, we developed a seeding technique that involves (a) rapid inoculation of cardiac myocytes into collagen sponges using Matrigel™ as a cell delivery vehicle and (b) transfer of inoculated scaffolds into perfused cartridges with immediate establishment of the interstitial flow of culture medium. This way, cells are “locked” into the scaffold during a short (10 min) gelation period and evenly distributed by medium perfusion. Cell distributions in the top, center and bottom areas of a 0.65 µm wide strip extending from one construct surface to the other are shown in Fig. 3. Constructs seeded in orbitally mixed dishes had most cells located in the 100 - 200 µm thick layer at the top surface and only a small number of cells penetrated the entire construct depth (Fig. 3, left). Constructs seeded in perfusion exhibited high and spatially uniform cell density throughout the perfused volume of the construct (Fig. 3, right). Cell viability was indistinguishable from that measured for freshly isolated neonatal rat heart cells (Radisic et al., 2003). Clearly, medium perfusion during seeding was key for engineering thick constructs with high densities of viable cells.

Cell sub-populations

Native myocardium consists of approximately one third myocytes (terminally differentiated non-proliferating cells) and several other cell types, most of which are fibroblasts (proliferating cells). In a manner analogous to monolayer culture where fibroblasts are removed to prevent overgrowth, our early attempts to engineer myocardium utilized cells enriched for myocytes (80 to 90%). The engineered tissue exhibited markers of cardiac differentiation and propagated electrical signals over macroscopic distances. However, cells did not align in parallel as in the native myocardium and the contractile response was not reported. In our recent studies, we explored if co-culture of cardiac myocytes with cardiac fibroblasts will enhance functional assembly of the engineered cardiac constructs by enabling scaffold remodeling and active cross-talk between cells. Cardiac myocytes were cultured on elastomer scaffolds either alone (CM), or as an un-separated cell population isolated from heart ventricles (US) or on scaffolds pretreated with cardiac fibroblasts (CM-CF).

After 7 days of cultivation, the CM-CF group had superior contractile properties (as evidenced by the highest amplitude of contraction and the lowest excitation threshold) and superior composition and morphology. The CM-CF group exhibited compact layers of elongated myocytes aligned in parallel, with fibroblasts located preferentially in the surface layer, while US and CM groups exhibited scattered and poorly elongated myocytes. Histology revealed the presence of collagen depositing fibroblasts (prolyl-4-hydroxylase) and the compact regions of myocytes surrounded by collagen (Mason’s trichrome) in the pretreated group only. The presence of actively secreting fibroblasts, that created an environment supportive of tissue assembly upon addition of myocytes, appeared to be essential for improved properties in the pretreated group (Radisic et al., 2004b).

Oxygen supply

In a native heart, oxygen is supplied by diffusion from capillaries that are spaced ~20 µm apart (Rakusan and Korecky, 1982). The physical solubility of oxygen in plasma is low and the oxygen carrier hemoglobin increases total oxygen content of blood and therefore increases the mass of tissue that can be supported in a single pass of blood through the capillary network. Hemoglobin increases the amount of oxygen in blood by two orders of magnitude, such that the average oxygen concentration in arterial...
blood is 130 µM and in the venous blood it is 54 µM (Fournier, 1998). In engineered cardiac muscle, one can mimic blood flow through the capillary network by culturing cells on scaffolds that contain an array of channels perfused with culture medium. Channeled scaffolds provide a structural template in which myocytes and fibroblasts fill the scaffold pores and endothelial cells forming the capillary bed can be seeded to line the channel walls, thus providing two segregated compartments as in the native heart. Synthetic oxygen carriers, such as perfluorocarbons (PFCs), can be supplemented to culture medium in order to increase its oxygen-carrying capacity.

Conventional culture conditions resulted in the formation of cardiac-like tissue structures, but had substantial limitations. Fetal and neonatal rat ventricular cardiac myocytes cultured on collagen sponges in static dishes expressed multiple sarcomeres (Li et al., 1999) and formed spontaneously contracting constructs responding to calcium and epinephrine (Kofidis et al., 2002, Leor et al., 2000). However, diffusion alone was only able to satisfy the oxygen demand of the outer layer (~100 µm) of compact tissue at physiologic cell density (Carrier et al., 2002b), such that the interior of the constructs remained mostly acellular and the glucose metabolism was prevalently anaerobic (Radisic et al., 2003). Clearly, the presence of dead and apoptotic cells in the construct interior and the anaerobic cell metabolism are not physiologic and likely to cause aberration of the cell behavior from that observed in vivo.

Cultivation in systems involving the mixing and flow of culture medium around the constructs, such as mixed flasks and rotating bioreactors (Carrier et al., 1999), enhanced mass transport at tissue surfaces but the main mode of oxygen and nutrient transport within the construct remains molecular diffusion, like in static cultures. Mixing increased construct cellularity (4-fold) and metabolic activity (3-fold), resulted in more aerobic glucose metabolism (lactate yield on glucose was 1.5 mol/mol with mixing and >2 mol/mol without mixing), improved construct ultrastructure and significantly enhanced the expression of cardiac markers (Carrier et al., 1999). Electrophysiological studies conducted using a linear array of extracellular electrodes showed that the peripheral layer of the constructs exhibited relatively homogeneous electrical properties and sustained macroscopically continuous impulse propagation on a centimeter-size scale (Bursac et al., 1999). However, these properties were observed only within a 100 µm thick layer of compact tissue at the constructs surface.

In contrast, perfusion of culture medium through the construct markedly improved its properties (Radisic et al., 2004d). After seven days of cultivation, the viability of cells in perfused constructs was indistinguishable from that of freshly isolated cells (~85 %), as compared to the rather low viability of constructs cultured in mixed dishes (~45 %). The molar ratio of lactate produced to glucose consumed in perfused constructs (L/G ~ 1) indicated completely aerobic cell metabolism, in contrast to anaerobically metabolizing (L/G~2) dish-grown constructs. Perfused constructs and native ventricles had more cells in the S phase than in the G2/M phases, indicating that cells from dish-grown constructs were unable to complete the cell cycle and accumulated in the G2/M phase. Cells expressing cardiac differentiation markers (sarcomeric α-actin, cardiac troponin I, sarcomeric tropomyosin) were present throughout the perfused constructs, while the dish-grown constructs had most cells located within a 100 µm thick surface layer around an empty interior. In response to electrical stimulation, perfused constructs contracted synchronously, had lower excitation thresholds and recovered their baseline function levels following treatment with a gap junctional blocker; dish-grown constructs exhibited arrhythmic contractile patterns and failed to recover their baseline levels.

To provide oxygen transport similar to a capillary network, neonatal rat heart cells were perfused with culture medium on highly porous, soft elastomer scaffolds that contained an array of parallel channels made using a laser cutting/engraving system (Fig 4A, C, D). To mimic oxygen levels supplied by hemoglobin, culture medium was supplemented with 10% v/v PFC emulsion (OxygentTM, kindly donated by Alliance Pharmaceuticals, San Diego CA); constructs perfused with un-supplemented culture medium served as controls (Fig 4B). Constructs were perfused unidirectionally at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min with a multi-channel peristaltic pump. As the medium flowed through the channel array, oxygen was depleted from the aqueous phase of the culture medium through diffusion into the construct space where it was used for cell respiration. Depletion of oxygen in the aqueous phase was the driving force for the diffusion of dissolved oxygen from the PFC particles, thereby maintaining overall higher oxygen concentrations in the medium. For comparison, in un-supplemented culture medium, oxygen was depleted faster since there was no oxygen carrier phase to act as a reservoir (Radisic et al., 2004a).

In PFC-supplemented medium, the decrease in the partial pressure of oxygen in the aqueous phase was only 62% of that in the control medium (28 mmHg vs. 45 mmHg between the construct inlet and outlet at the flow rate of 0.1 mL/min). Consistently, constructs cultivated in the presence of PFC had higher amounts of DNA, troponin I and Cx-43 and significantly better contractile properties than control constructs. In both groups, cells were present at the channel surfaces as well as within constructs. In short, an enhanced supply of oxygen to the cells improved constructs properties.

**Excitation-contraction coupling**

In vivo, contraction of cardiac muscle is driven by waves of electrical excitation generated by pacing cells that spread rapidly along the membranes of adjoining cardiac myocytes and trigger the release of calcium, which in turn stimulates contraction of the myofibrils. In vitro, the establishment of functional connections between the cells cultured on scaffolds can be stimulated by applying electrical signals similar to those in the native heart (Radisic et al., 2004c), or by applying direct mechanical stimulation (Zimmermann et al., 2002b). In either case, it is essential that the cells become electromechanically coupled and capable of synchronously responding to electrical pacing signals, rather than contracting spontaneously.

In one approach, neonatal rat cardiac cells were resuspended in the collagen/Matrigel mix and cast into circular molds (Zimmermann et al., 2002b). After 7 days of static culture, the strips of cardiac tissue were placed around two rods of a custom made mechanical stretcher and subjected to either unidirectional or cyclic stretch. Histology and immunohistochemistry revealed formation of intensively interconnected, longitudinally oriented cardiac muscle bundles with morphological features resembling adult rather than immature native tissue. Fibroblasts, macroph-
ages and capillary structures positive for CD31 were detected. Cardiomyocytes exhibited well developed ultrastructural features: sarcomeres arranged in myofibrils, pronounced Z, I, A, H, and M bands, specialized cell-cell junctions, T tubules and well developed basement membrane. Contractile properties were similar to those measured for native tissue, with a high ratio of twitch to resting tension and strong β-adrenegenic response.

In another approach, constructs prepared by seeding collagen sponges (6 mm x 8 mm x 1.5 mm) with neonatal rat ventricular cells were stimulated using supra-threshold square biphasic pulses (2 ms duration, 1 Hz, 5 V). Our decision to apply electrical stimulation to cultured constructs was again motivated by analogy to the in vivo situation. In native heart, mechanical stretch is induced by electrical signals and the orderly coupling between electrical pacing signals and macroscopic contractions is crucial for the development and function of native myocardium (Severs, 2000). The stimulation was initiated 1-5 days after scaffold seeding (with 3 days being optimal) and applied for up to eight days. Stimulation resulted in significantly better contractile responses to pacing as compared to un-stimulated controls, as evidenced by the 7-fold higher amplitude of contractions (Fig. 5A), lower excitation threshold (Fig. 5B) and higher maximum capture rate (Fig. 5C). Excitation-contraction coupling of cardiac myocytes in stimulated constructs was also evidenced by transmembrane potentials that were similar to the action potentials reported for cells from mechanically stimulated constructs (Zimmermann et al., 2002b).

Stimulated constructs exhibited higher levels of α-myosin heavy chain (α-MHC), Cx-43, creatin kinase-MM and cardiac troponin I expression and contained thick aligned myofibers that resembled myofibers in the native heart. At the ultrastructural level, cells in stimulated constructs exhibited specialized features characteristic of native myocardium (Fig. 5 D, E). Gap junctions, intercalated discs and microtubules were all markedly more frequent in the stimulated group compared to the non-stimulated group. Cells in stimulated constructs contained aligned myofibrils and well developed sarcomeres with clearly visible M and Z lines and H, I and, A bands. In contrast, non-stimulated constructs had poorly developed cardiac-specific organelles and poor organization of ultrastructural features.

On a molecular level, electrical stimulation elevated the levels of all measured cardiac proteins and enhanced the expression of the corresponding genes, without causing pathological cell hypertrophy (Di Nardo et al., 1993). With time in culture, the ratio of mature to immature forms of myosin heavy chain (α-MHC and β-MHC, respectively) decreased in non-stimulated and increased in stimulated constructs, suggesting that the maturation of cardiomyocytes depended both on culture duration and electrical stimulation (Fig. 5 E, F).

Overall, electrical stimulation of construct contractions during cultivation progressively enhanced the excitation-contraction coupling and improved the properties
of engineered myocardium at the cellular, ultrastructural and tissue levels.

Cardiac tissue engineering based on stem cells

Like many specialized cells, cardiac cells are terminally differentiated, do not proliferate and therefore cannot regenerate damaged tissue. An innovative approach to heart repair comes from the hematopoietic field where bone marrow derived stem cells have been successfully used to treat diseases like leukemia. One option is to increase the number of endogenous stem cells with cytokine stimulation and then mobilize the cells to migrate to the injured site. Another option would be the direct delivery of cells to the damaged heart, a procedure feasible only if cardiogenic stem cells can be isolated, expanded and safely reintroduced into the heart. Three studies have independently identified primitive cells from the adult heart that are capable of dividing and developing into mature cardiac and vascular cells (Beltrami et al., 2003, Messina et al., 2004, Oh et al., 2003). A recent study revealed relatively unspecialized population of cells capable of maintaining their own population as well as giving rise to functional heart cells (Laugwitz et al., 2005). These cells populate the embryonic, fetus and postnatal heart and were successfully cultured in vitro, signifying their potential for use in cardiac transplantation therapy. Cardiac stem cells can also be grown from human biopsies as aggregates in suspension culture (Messina et al., 2004). These so-called cardiospheres contain a mixture of cardiac cell types and, when transplanted into mice after an acute heart attack, they formed vascular cells and heart muscle cells, albeit at a rather low frequency.

Human embryonic stem cells are another significant source of cells for cardiac transplantation because they can develop into almost any cell type, including cardiomyocytes (Thomson et al., 1998). It was demonstrated that differentiation was not limited to the generation of isolated cardiac cells, but rather functional cardiac syncytium could be made with stable pacemaker activity and electrical propagation (Kehat et al., 2004) and responding to adrenergic and cholinergic stimuli. The ability to generate different subtypes of human cardiomyocytes (with pacemaking-, atrial-, ventricular-, or Purkinje-like phenotypes) that lend themselves to genetic manipulation may be of great value for future strategies of heart repair.

To engineer a functional cardiac graft, one would need to direct the cells to re-establish the structure and function of the tissue being replaced across different hierarchical scales. Biophysical regulation of the cells in vitro is essentially an effort to recapitulate multiple signals present during the development of the native heart. Dissociated heart cells (a mixed population of cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells and fibroblasts) cultured on three-dimensional scaffolds and subjected to signals inherent for the development and function of normal heart (such as electrical pacing signals) underwent functional assembly into cardiac-like tissue. Notably, the development of conductive and contractile properties of cardiac constructs was concurrent and depended on the initiation and duration of electrical stimulation.

To engineer a cardiac graft starting from human stem cells, the culture system should be capable of first inducing cell differentiation and then the functional assembly of differentiated cells. Given that there are multiple regulatory signals (molecular and physical), which interact according to specific spatial and temporal patterns, a culture system for stem-cell based cardiac tissue engineering should have sufficiently high fidelity to provide the environmental control and biophysical regulation of cultured cells. Our most advanced existing bioreactors can provide either local control of oxygen and pH (via medium perfusion through channelled scaffolds and the use of oxygen carriers), or physical stimuli (via electrical stimulation of contractile function). A system providing both factors simultaneously, is likely to be essential for extending the methods of cardiac tissue engineering to the use of human stem cells. An additional advantage of this system is that it could serve as a model for rigorous studies of cardiac development and function. The bioreactor can serve not only as a means to provide environmental control and stimuli but also as a tool to identify the relative importance of each stimulus, when it should be applied and at which level. As an example, consider only electrical stimulation with a square biphasic pulse. The variables of interest are the pulse width, pulse amplitude, frequency, initiation of stimulus and duration of stimulus. A full factorial design on these five parameters leads to 32 possible combinations at two levels and 243 combinations at three levels. Clearly, conducting this many experiments with existing systems is neither practical nor desirable. To answer these questions, novel bioreactor designs are required that increase the number of experiments which can be performed. In this regard, we anticipate that microfluidic (e.g., PDMS) and BioMEMS techniques will be invaluable.

Summary

In summary, to engineer myocardium, biophysical regulation of the cells needs to recapitulate multiple signals present in the native heart. The biomimetic approach to tissue engineering reviewed here focuses on three specific aspects that are critical for the development and–function of native myocardium: cell signaling (by culturing subpopulations of cardiac cells on a highly porous, elastic scaffold at physiologically high spatial density), convective-diffusive oxygen transport by blood flow (by the use of channelled scaffolds perfused with culture medium containing oxygen carriers) and excitation-contraction coupling (by inducing contractions of cultured constructs with cardiac-like electrical signals). Each of these three factors contributed to cell assembly into tissue constructs with molecular, structural and functional properties resembling those of native myocardium after only eight days of in vitro cultivation. In ongoing studies, we are testing the functionality and vascularization of these cardiac constructs in an animal model and extending the same approach to the cultivation of functional cardiac tissue grafts starting from human stem cells. Overall, the proposed approach shows great potential for cardiac tissue engineering, but much more needs to be done to demonstrate the clinical utility of engineered cardiac grafts.
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